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Introduction 

In the past years a number of remarkable efforts were taken aimed at extracting physical 
information from quantum field theory by studying its semiclassicaJ versions. Nonlinear 
models which support kinks, bubbles as elementary excitations, such as sine-Gordon, ф* 
and ф6 ones, play an im|x>rtant role in various branches of physics and chemistry. The 
model фъ admits the nontopological soliton solution in the gravitational background. 
This scalar field then would be stable and can form a scalar soliton star [I]. The 
well known fart of spontaneous symmetry breaking in a scalar field theory spurred the 
interest in getting searching for classical solutions in those models which provide the 
topological and nontopological types of solitons. Standard semiclassical methods give 
the link between the quantum field theory and nonlinear phenomena and allow for 
physical interpretation of the results obtained. 

Recently, Masperi et.al [2] and (•(]. constructed a lattice version of the ф6- Klein-
Gordon model in 1 + 1 dimension. II in this quantum lattice version, the lateral walls of 
the potential are deeper than the central one, a bubble-like soliton appears in addition 
to kink solutions. Applying perturbation treatment and renormalization techniques 
the authors obtained a phase diagram for ordered and disordered states, where the 
bubbles and kink solitons play a great role in phase transitions. 

On the other hand, in the work [4] the method of Generalized Coherent States 
(GCS) developed in the work [5] and [6] have been succesfully employed for investigating 
the Heisenberg lattice model of ferromagnetism. It is well known that the GCS are 
states which minimize the Heisenberg uncertaintity principle. Although the conclusions 
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of [2] are seem to sure enough, we need to improve our understanding of the symmetry 
breaking phenomena via the coherent states method. This method would allow us for 
a clearly understanding of how there is appearing the phase transitions in the systems 
with different kinds of symmetry. 

In this paper we investigate the phase transitions in the lattice model of ф6 - field 
theory with the aid of coherent state on the SU(3)/SU(2)®U(1) coset space. We will 
obtain a phase diagram by means of computer experiments. 

1 The Hamiltonian Model 
We study the Ф 6- theory as one of the simplest example of nonlinear field theory. Its 
Lagrangian density is 

L = 1д дФд"Ф - {/(Ф) 

where 
(/(Ф) = « 1 Ф ь + а 2 Ф 4 + а з Ф 2 

The lattice version of its Hatnillotiiaii assumes the following form 

and 
<?(Ф>) = 1'(Ф,-) + »? 

For our porpouse we must choose the signs of coefficients in (/(Ф) in such a way 
that 01,03 > 0 and 02,0. In this case the potential Q[<b}) reveals three walls. This 
sort of assumptions leads us to consider a quantum mechanical problem here. The 
problem of quantum mechanics for the single site Hamiltonian my be approximated by 
investigation of the following square-wall potentials, see fig.l 

v* 
V'I 

_£ £ 
2 2 

/iff-1 

\ According [2J we assume that V^^Vi and L are small enough to discard all levels 
except the lowest one in each wall. When £ 0 = ~Vi the hatnillonian for one site in 
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the basis of the lowest-energy eigenvalues without overlapping takes the form 

/ Eu +1 i 0 0 \ 
H s s = 0 E0 0 (2) 

V 0 0 E0 + V} ) 

Quantum meclianiral problems reduce to solution of the system 

ll„\\ > = ( / v 0 + V ' , ) | l > 

ll„\l >= (Eu)\2 > 

Hu\3>=[Eo + Vt)\Z> 

where 

4fc) 
Taking into account interacting overlapping terms in (2), the hamiltonian will take 

the form 
//•VM, г о \ 

H M = V Eu V (3) 
V 0 V Ea + V, J 

I'or this kind of the hamiltonian we naturally have the eigenvalue equation 

//.„|</' > = A|0 > 

Resolving it we obtain that 
К = V, 

Representing the eigenfunction in the form 

|</ '> л =«|1 > + 6 | 2 > +r | : i> 

for the first eigenvalue, A„ = \\ one liiuls 

| г > л „ = - ^ ( | 1 > - | 3 » 

For others eigenvalues. A± alter some algebra one can see that 

<'± = «± 

, A» 

4V 
± .П' 2 + 2А| 
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As is seen from the above calculation the system has three energy levels 

£, =A_, £ 2 = A„, E3 = \ + (4) 

If we employ the following generators of faithful representation of the group Sf/(3) 

7? = 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 

1 2 — 

0 0 1 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 

r± _ 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 

we can replace the function Ф ; with the following operation 

where 
Vk=< А+|Ф,|Л„ > 

a v / * = < А_|Ф^А„ > 
i 

a = (~z~)' and 6 = A + — X0 ; л' = A + — ,\_ The further procedures are similar to those 
of Masperi [2]. Then we can rewrite the liamiltonian as 

J + I J 

0 1 0 \ / 0 1 0 
1 0 a J I 0 Q 

0 a 0 / \ 0 Q 0 

2 Phase Transitions 
To analize the phase transitions in this mode! qualitatively it is more convenient to worn 
with the wall potential representing three energy levels (•}) see jig'l [2]. Neglecting 
overlapping integral the potential wall is represented in ,/7<yl. 

К ! 
0 

A_ 

fig-2 
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In this problem we d<>al willi two parameters V'I and V. We will be approaching to 
the point V] from both semispace (\\ > 0 and \\ < 0). Then we have two cases: 

F i rs t case 
corresponds the semispace Vi > 0 In this region without overlapping integral V = 0 

we have 
A_ = 0 A„ = Vi A + = Vj 

and the corresponding picture is 

Au 
A + n 

A_ 

fig.3 

When Vt —>0 the parameters A + , A_, A^-+0, the potential walls transform to the one 
given in figA. 

0 
A_ \„ A + 

figA 

If the interaction has been introduced (V = 0), the figA changes to fig.5 and one 
can observe that A + = уДУ, А_ = -\ДУ, A = 0 
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fig.5 

Second case. 

We now start in the semispace V] < 0. Neglecting overlapping terms ( I ' = 0) after 
some bit of calculation one finds A0 = —|V]| A_ = — |Щ А + = 0. The potential 
wall transforms to fig.6 

К 

/гц.а 

In the same way taking into account the interactions terms (V = 0) we obtain that 

•^+lv,<o = — ^-lv,>o 

A-li',<o = _ Л + к ' , > о ( 6 ° ) 

Mv,<u - ~^\\\>o 

the picture will be the fig.l 

Л 



к 

к. 

л. 

1'гош the expression ((ia) one can see that the pa rame te r s A, in the semispace V\ > 0 
are the mirror ш а р with opposi te sign. 

Now let us analize phenomenologicaly this problem in the framework of t h e density 
d is t r ibut ion of probabil i t ies. As it seen from the plots presented above the sys tem has 
a lowest energy A_ for all cases. I'or these lowest levels the wave fund ion has t h e form 

\r > * _ = Л11 > +H\2> + ( ' | : i > 

W h e r e / 1 = «_ , « = />_, C = <_ 
It is obvious t h a t the system would be s i tua ted in that configuration with lowest 

energy. Consider two limiting cases: 

(1). I', » \ 

The values for the coefficients of the wave vector in the both sectors of t h e lowest 
energy level will lake the lorm 

I) I'or V, > 0. Лг = (•'*[£)'. / f ^ l 

II) Kor V, < U, Л'= Г - ' Й 1/2(1 - - i ^ f ) Н'ъЩ 

If we present the probabili t ies corresponding to the s t a t e 1,2 and 3 we ob ta ins the 
pictures (see fig. 10) in which the bight of the lateral bar correspond to the values of A2 

and O 2 respectively. T h e central one is for H1. We can see t h a t the sys tem undergoes 
a t ransi t ion of first order since the change of values A and I) ocurrs contimiosly so in 
the critical point V, = V', the both "phases" (see fig. 10a and 10b) will acquire the 
s a m e probabili ty. Th is means thai the transi t ion jus t considered is collected to the 
change of the probabili t ies ra ther then the energy changing. 

Now let us consider the opposi te case when 
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(2). V, < < V 

- K - i v r ) ; 
Now, if we proceed analogously as above in (1) we can observe that in this region 

there is no phase transition, (see fig. 10c and lOd). Note that from the energy point 
oS view one-sWe \iam\\loT\\axi does i\o\. wftAetgo any \лгыюЛлоп, тгсу be excepX. U\e ронЛ 
t = I The account for the interaction of nearest neighbouring sites in the chain will be 
made by the following 

3 Coherent States Approach 
Now.let us try to describe some features of the fiarniltonian (3) using the generalized 
coherent states approach. 

In the view of a better understanding we outline some basic ideas of the coherent 
state techniques, (for more details see [б].) 

Lei G be a Lee group and T its irreducible unitary representation, acting in a 
Hilbert space H. Lei us denote through |Ф >, a vector of this space. The scalar 
multiplication will be < Ф|Ф > and the projection operator on to Ф as |Ф X Ф|. 

We fixe some vector | Ф„ >€ // . We consider a set of vectors {|Ф(<?) > } , such 
that |Ф(<?) > = Т(</)|Фо > and у spans all the group G. Vectors which define the 
same state i.e. different only in the phase will be collected in a class of equivalence 
(l*(ffi) > ~ |Ф(9г) >)• И. is possible only if |Ф(д|) > = ехргв|Ф(д 2) > then Т(д^х х 
Л ) 1 * Ы > = е х Р 1 0 | Ф Ы > 

Let H = [h] be a set of elements of the group G satisfying 

Д Л ) | Ф Ы > = е х Р 1 0 ( Л ) | Ф Ы > 

I) For V, > 0. 

Where 7 = | V, | /V. 
Then 

II) For V, < 0, 

for which 
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This set is a stationary subgroup of the vector |Ф 0 >. From the above assumptions it 
is casly seen that vectors |Ф{r/) > being embedded in the left adjoint class <7ц £ gxH 
will differ each other only in the phase'. It means that they define the same state. 
From this assumption one concludes that different vectors (states) will correspond to 
the elements gm that belong to the factor space M — G/H. In this way in order to 
describe the set of different states it. is enough to take one element of each class. In 
the geometrical point of view the gruop G is treated as fibre-bundle space with a base 
M = G/H and layer fl. Then the choosing of gm conesponds to some section of this 
fibre-bundle space. The set of vectors 

\*m>=T{gm)\90> 

with gm 6 G/H we call a system of the generalized coherent states on the group G 
with a referent vector |Ф,., >. Those coherent states are closest to clasical in the sense 
that they minimize the dispersion 

ДС 2 = < Ф9 | Сг | Ф3 > -gih < Фэ | Xj | Ф3 > < * , | Xk | Ф9 > 

Where, C2 = g'kXjX), is the quadratic Casimir operator, Xj— generators of the Lie 
algebra, and g'k is the Cartan-Killing metric tensor. 

Л futher development of this method was made by Debergh N. and Beckers J. 
[7] and also B. W Fatyga, V. Alan Kosl.olecky et al.[8] up to supersymmetric quantum 
mechanics. It is also interesting to note in this sense works of S. De Bievre [9], which had 
constructed coherent states for the Kuclidean group E[n). The generalized procedure 
to construct generalized coherent states presented in the cited paper works in a number 
of cases where the Pereloniov's procedure fails. 

As a ground state (referent) in the system described by the hamiltonian (5) we take 

„>.(;) 
The generalized coherent states in our case correspond, according to the description 

given above, to the point of the factor space SU{2s + \)/(SU(2s)®U(l)), namely the 
complex projective space C P 2 . For this space the system of coherent states have been 
constructed (for more details sec [I]) looking like 

W = «P{E{C-^-^}}|0). 
or in the faithful representation 

J 

Where \ф\2 = J^/ | 0 J | 2 a n ( ' T+~ ai'1' the generators of faithful representations of the 
group SU{2s + 1) 
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Or in a more explicit form 

+ V'2 

| * > = V ' / , 1 ^ ' (6) 
A/I + | 0 I | 2 + IV>2|2 

Now the classical hamiltonian we obtain by averaging the quantum hamiltonian (!)) 
over the above coherent states (6). This procedure gives the following result: 

// = U + V 

= -Jdx^-[0r<Tx»2 

vhere 

-/*[; 
< 7'x > = < * | T, + aT3 | Ф > 

— \- 0— — 
+ Ш' + Ш' (i + W' + W ? СП 

All information about the "thermodynamic" feature of the system is contained in 
the potential V. When i/'j can be represented as V'j = lij'''41' it is evident that the 
hamiltonian achieves the minimum when 0 = 0. Then the expression (7) transforms 
to 

- / * i ± ^ + 4Atf- ( 0 + / ? 2 )- (8) 

Where a = [с/к) and Д = (6/к) 

4 Numerical Calculation 
The main purpose of this paper ha.s been to acquire some general experience in applying 
the coherent states approach in Ф1' - field theory. 

Now Jet us consider it for a physically reliable range of the system parameters, a 
and Д. Looking at a we can see that it may vary between 0 and 1. Д is only > 0. 
The problem for a = \ has been totaly resolved in [10]. The variables Rt and R a are 
positive by definition. With the aid of the Physical Analysis Workstation (PAW) we 
have performed investigations of the integrand expression in formula (8) starting with 
a = 0.1, and Д = 0.01. Then fixing some value of a and varying Д with the step=0.01 
we have looked for the appearance of additional minima, besides the ground one and 
studied the manner they have appeared. 

The results of our experiment are depicted in the fig.B. The solid line corresponds 
to a phase transition of the first order. The dashed curve represents a second order 
phase transtion. All in the sense that in the a > 0.24 interval the complementary 
minimum of first appears very close to the ground, then it goes apart getting growing 
deeper while the ground minimrm disappears. For a < 0.24 the additional minimum 
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appears independently of the ground one. Then it gains deeper while the ground one 
reduces. We mark the points in which the ground and its complementary minimum 
coincide. Near a = 0 the system exhibits ambiguity since the potential display wide 
valley, instead of a clear mimiinuni. In this situation it is nearly impossible to predict 
the exact value of the functional F ~ < exp~eH >. 

5 Discussion 
In conclusion, we have therefore establish that the curve represented in the fig.S with 
good approximation coincides with the corresponding curve in the Masperi's works [2] 
and [3], but all efforts made to get the three critical point by means of our methods 
failed. This allow us to point out two posibilities: 

1.- The method of coherent states is insufficient for gcttings this in such models or 
2.- One can put the corresponding curves in these cited papers under doubt' 
To clarify the situation let us review the general picture of the phi-six (ф6) theory 

in its one dimensional version, (for more details see [11]) 

1Ф, + VVx + аФ + (| Ф | 2 - | ф \4)Ф = 0 (9) 

The investigation of f he solutions cf the above equation essentially depends on the 
asymptotics of ф[х). We shall consider two cases which are interesting from a physical 
point of view 

ф(х)—»0, x-KX (10) 

ф(х) —> const, I - I O O (11) 

Now we restrict ourselves to the second case with boundary conditions of the con-
desate type. The corresponding Hamiltonian and number of particles read 

E = jdx{\f:\2 +({«•? -Ри)Ч\Ф? -A)} = jdx{T + W} (12) 

where 
\^ = (\ф\2-р0Щф\2-А) Т=\фх\* 

N = jdx(\ ф | 2 -p.) (13) 

The function W is shown in fi</.9 for different values of the parameter A and p„ = 1 

/) A = l, 
1 It looks like this curve is related to the transition which is connected with the changes of proba

bilities. One point of this curve at Д = 0 was found earlier. 
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/ /) 1 > A >0, 
/ / / ) /1=0, 

IV)~\/2<A<0, 

V) A < - 1 / 2 , 

For A > 1, the investigation of solutions' behaviour of the phi-six model will be 
given in detailed form in the second part of the paper, for this has still remained at the 
frontier of the theoretical physics. We can see from fig.9 that for (/) A = 1 there is no 
localized solutions. The correspondingly potential is of oscillatory type. In the regior 
( / / ) 0 < A < 1 there is a soliton in the rest which is named "bubble" [12]. This static 
bubble solution is unstable for any A, and in any dimension. Due to their instability 
these bubbles tends to destroy the condensate and the function W tranforms to that 
as is represented by the line (/) the easier the nearier A to unity. When the systen 
reachs the form ( / / / ) for which A = 0, there is a solution which conecU two stablt 
vaccum states: the condensate | v ]г= 1 and the trivial one | i/' | 2 = 0. The secto: 
(IV), — 1 /2 < A < 0 is characterized by the presence of kinks and drop solutions The 
first start from the left wall (.r —* - з с ) and finish in the right one (x —> oo) and vice 
versa. The drop solutions have remarkable properties. These will appea' essential!; 
when the boundary conditions lake the form (10) and in the region (/V;. Then the 
point Aa = 0 divides tne domains where the solutions are quite different. On the righl 
of A0 at A G (0,1) solii.on-like solutions are bubbles with the condensate asymptotics. 
On the left from A0. there are kinks and also appear particle -like solutions whicl 
are drops with zero asvmptotics which are stables ana can be stabies in this ''gaseous' 
state. We see that there are two types of localizeo exitations of the condensate (liquid; 
bubbles and kinks, in conclusion we can observe that the point A = 0 is critical. Aionj 
tiie Kinks and Ышше:- tne phase transitions wil. occu: also witn tne presence о drops 
The iasi type oi solutions wih i>e responsible for tin pass of the system to tne cotidensec 
stale a: A ~ (J. '• itiali\. ir. f.ne sector (Г)..4 С - . . ' J there exis: onl; tne i;im. typ -. 
solutions ciehnec i>y tin paths going froir the юр o' one hill to thai of anotne' in tn< 
picture oi tne mecnanicai analog' relation. 

We are now ir position to interpret»' our results of numerical calculation.' whithm 
the framework or the above explanat ion regarding the types of solutions and definitior 
of phase transition. 

The soiic' lie!-- o r i'm f/f/.S represent,- I he first order phase transition betweer tin 
states representee iv . .' •, am. M {see iig.il}'' 

The otner line wouii represent the jjha.se transitions of the second orde- wind anst 
al the point .4 = i wnen the siahle phase become unstable. The tnvestigaiioi o'" tin: 
kind o; transition wiL ue publisued elsewhere. 

"As usua' as the hrs: oraer phase transition we can consider only those of the transition: whei 
beiow and higher of the cnticai point the both phases are simultaneously exist (though) witi1 difieren: 
probabilities Secono" orae- phase transition we will call those transitions in which belov ana higher 
of the critical poin: onl.v on- phase liver n eacn sector 

1'c 
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Агуэро-Гранадос М.А..Маханьков В.Г. Е2-91-506 
Метод когерентных состояний для ф6-теории 
и фазовые переходы 

Исследованы фазовые переходы на решеточной модели 
Ф6-теории. Для этой цепи был использован метод обобщен
ных когерентных состояний. Мы анализируем роль солитон-
ных решений типа "кинков" и "пузырей" при фазовых пере
ходах. Показано, посредством компьютерного эксперимента, 
что в данной модели возможно возникновение фазовых пере
ходов первого и второго рода. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории вычислительной техника 
и автоматизации ОИЯИ. 
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Agiiero-Granados M.A., Makhankov V.G. E2-91-506 
Coherent State Approach for the 06-Lattice 
Model and Phase Transitions 

Phase transitions in the lattice version of the ф 6-
field theory are studied. The coherent states approach 
to treat quantum hamiltonians is used for the construc
tion of the phase diagram describing different phases of 
this model. In such a way we reexamine the roles of kinks 
and bubbles in phase transitions. It is shown via a nu
merical analysis that first and second order phase tran
sitions appear due to the behaviour of kinks and bubbles 
excitations. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laborato-
>/ ry of Computing Techniques and Automation, JINR. 
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